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ABSTRACT
Nowadays turbocharging the internal combustion engine has
become a key point in the reduction on pollutant emissions
and the improvement on engine performance. The matching
between the turbocharger and the engine is vital due to the
highly unsteady flow the turbocharger works with. In the
present paper the importance of the heat transfer phenomena
inside small automotive turbochargers will be analyzed. This
phenomenon will be studied from the point of view of both the
turbine and the compressor in one-dimensional modelling. The
goodness of the model will be demonstrated predicting turbine
and compressor outlet temperatures. An accurate prediction of
these parameters will be key designing the intercooler and the
after treatment devices. A series of tests in a gas stand with
steady and pulsating hot flow in the turbine side will be
modeled to show the good agreement in turbocharger
enthalpies prediction.

INTRODUCTION
Traditionally heat transfer effects have been neglected in
turbomachinery studies due to the relative small exchange
surface and the occurring high flows. Nevertheless this
assumption is only valid for large turbomachines, but not true
for the small turbochargers used in passenger car applications,
mainly at low load operative points and transient conditions
[1,2]. Such conditions correspond to urban traffic conditions
according to NEDC tests (New European Driving Cycle)
where the turbocharger speed is less than 90,000 rpm. In such
conditions heat transfer to the compressor (from the turbine
and oil) can be equal to the energy transferred by the
compression process [3]. Improvement in turbocharger
simulation codes and engine matching becomes vital in the
automotive division since turbocharging the downsized
engines is the only feasible way to reduce fuel consumption
and pollutant emissions [4,5]. Nevertheless, the information
provided by turbocharger manufacturers is not usually
measured under adiabatic conditions due to the difficulties and
limitations of such testing procedure. So the efficiency given
in a turbocharger map is not the one defined as isentropic as it
also contains the influence of heat. Nonetheless if the overall
simulation of the turbocharger wants to be improved it will be
desirable obtaining information about isentropic efficiency. It
is due to it will remain the same for any given configuration
(in a gas stand or in an engine) because it is subject only to the
internal gas dynamic processes occurring in the machine. If a
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direct parameterization of the turbocharger using extrapolation
from turbocharger maps information is used, unsatisfactory
modeling results will be obtained as showed by [6].
For the aforementioned reasons having a turbocharger Heat
Transfer Model (HTM) would be crucial when manufacturer
maps are used. That case is the standard for engine simulation
codes. In such conditions the HTM will provide the
turbocharger isentropic efficiency by discounting the heat
fluxes occurring when the map was measured.
Looking insight of the heat transfer phenomena in
turbochargers, several studies have shown that the
turbocharger is part of a complex thermal system containing
different heat flows between compressor, turbine, engine
housing, lubrication oil and environment [7,8]. In normal
operative conditions heat flows from the turbine to the
turbocharger housing and later arrives to the compressor
worsening its efficiency [9,10,11,12]. For instance when
turbine inlet temperature increases from 50ºC to 500ºC a
nearly 15% lower compressor efficiency is measured for
turbocharger speeds lower than the 50% of the maximum tip
speed [13]. In the housing the heat is partially removed by the
lubricating oil and the coolant circuit in case it exists. In
addition the turbocharger exchanges energy to the
surroundings by means of radiation and a mixed convection
(free and forced depending on the set-up). A schematic
diagram of these fluxes of energy can be observed in Figure 1.
Several methodologies to characterize heat transfer
phenomena in turbochargers have been proposed in the
literature survey. They range from fast one-dimensional
models for the whole turbocharger to the accurate conjugated
FEM-CFD models that analyze the separated components of
the turbocharger. One-dimensional models to characterize
both the internal and external heat transfer of turbochargers
are based in the thermodynamic analysis of adiabatic and
diabatic processes of the turbocharger. Figure 2 shows both
processes compared with the ideal one (isentropic).
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Figure 1. Main energy fluxxes inside a tu
urbocharger.
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Figure
2. Entroopic diagram for the comprressor (a) andd
ne (b)
turbin
The isentropic evoolution, from 1 to 20s (Figgure 2-a), refleects
the iideal situationn where the ccompression pprocess will ttake
placee under the assumptions of being adiabattic and reversiible.
Com
mpressor outleet temperaturre in this siituation will be
calcuulated using tthe isentropic evolution staatement and state
s
equaation between the inlet andd outlet condittions [14]. If the
comppressor proceess is assum
med to be addiabatic but not
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reversible, com
mpressor outleet temperaturee (T20) will inncrease
ccompared to thhe isentropic case.
c
The ratioo of enthalpy cchanges
bbetween both processes is known as coompressor iseentropic
eefficiency. Furrthermore, if it is assumedd that compreessor is
receiving somee heat flux froom the turboccharger unit (w
whether
o
its real outlet
thhe turbine ccase or the lubricating oil),
teemperature w
will be even higher (T20’q) than the addiabatic
ooutlet temperatture (T20). In the case show
wed in that figgure, air
aat the compresssor inlet (T10) will receive a heat flux thhat will
inncrease its tem
mperature (T100q). Later, the compression pprocess
w
will take placce (T20’q) andd finally the temperature at the
ccompressor ouutlet will be redduced as a connsequence of llosing a
hheat flux to thee cooler housinng (T20q). At low rotational speeds,
thhermal energgy will be transferred to the compresssor. At
m
moderate and hhigh rotationaal speeds com
mpressor also rreceives
hheat from thee turbochargeer housing but
b at certainn point
ccompressed aair temperatuure will be higher than casing
teemperature annd heat transffer will take pplace from thee air to
thhe compressor casing and later to the suurroundings reeducing
itts temperaturre (T20q). Heence the com
mpressor cannnot be
cconsidered ass adiabatic under any circumstancess [15].
N
Nevertheless heat transfer effects will be minor aat high
rotational speeeds if comparred with its m
mechanical poower. A
N
New efficiencyy could be deffined betweenn the ratio of ennthalpy
cchanges betweeen the ideal siituation and thhe real one (T220q-T10).
T
This efficiencyy is known sim
mply as compressor efficienncy and
iss typically pprovided by m
manufacturer maps. One of the
cconsequences of this therrmal energy transferred to the
ccompressor w
will be the redduction in coompressor effficiency
ggiven in manufacturer mapps due to thhe increase inn outlet
teemperature tthat can leead to an underestimatiion of
tuurbocharger sspeed when computing iit from solviing the
eenergy balancee in the turboccharger. That temperature inncrease
m
must be takenn into accountt for the intercooler designns, this
eeffect will beccome importannt at engine starting,
s
no-looad and
ppartial-load enngine operationn. In those sittuations heat ttransfer
too the compreessor will inccrease due too the low rotational
speeds and the proximity oof engine opeerating pointss to the
ccompressor surrge line [16].
T
The same proocesses can be distinguisshed during turbine
ooperative condditions. In thiis case as shows Figure 22-b, the
reversible andd adiabatic eexpansion proocess (isentroopic) is
shown betweeen points 30 and 4s. Turbbine isentropicc outlet
teemperature caan be calculateed, if the expaansion process keeps
aadiabatic but not
n reversible, then another final state is defined
w
with the namee of adiabaticc (point 4). The
T ratio of ennthalpy
cchange betweeen the adiabatiic and the isenntropic states will be
uused to definee the turbine isentropic effficiency. If ddiabatic
eevolution is coonsidered (bettween points 30 and 40q), turbine
ooutlet temperatture will be loower than it w
would be for thhe work
trransfer alone ppredicted by tthe isentropic one. That is justified
aas the real evoolution is coolled due to heaat transfer losses and
so turbine effficiency definned between both states will
w be
hhigher than thhe adiabatic. In case the reduction in turbine
ooutlet temperatture due to thee heat transferr exceeds the increase
inn temperaturee due to interrnal inefficienncies of the turbine,
t
tuurbine outlet temperature ccould be loweer than the addiabatic

one and the adiabatic efficiency traditionally defined would be
higher than one.
One of the discrepancies between proposed one-dimensional
models in the literature to characterize heat transfer
phenomena in turbochargers is whether the heat flux is
removed from the system after or before the extraction of
power, or even a combination of both possibilities. Baines et
al. [17] assumes that the heat transferred from the compressed
air to the surroundings and to the rest of the turbocharger unit
occurs after the compression process, placed in the diffuser
and the volute. This explanation is justified by the larger
surface exposed to the air in this place compared to the
impeller area. Although heat transfer must exist in the impeller
due to conduction along the shaft, it will be small due to the
lubrication oil and the small diameter of the shaft. That
hypothesis is also confirmed by the fact that compressor
constant speed lines are not modified when the turbine inlet
temperature increases, what ensures that aerodynamic losses
do not depend on the heat fluxes [18]. However efficiency
lines show important changes what confirms the existence of a
heat flux from the hot turbine to the cold compressor. Those
differences are bigger at the low load area, where the
compressor is far away from the hypothesis of adiabatic
machine. As the heat transfer only occurs after the impeller,
the mechanical power measured in adiabatic conditions will be
the same whatever will be turbine inlet temperature. The
model proposed by Baines et al. [17] is only focused in heat
transfer phenomena of the turbocharger based on convection
process. Using the same argument of comparing exposed
areas, in the turbine the bigger heat transfer will take place up
to turbine tongue and at volute and so before extracting power
in the rotor. In this case heat transfer will affect the work
transfer process. The main advantage of this technique is the
simplicity for latter programming in an engine computational
code, as the whole heat transfer takes place only in one place.
In addition experimental instrumentation will be easier and so
the validation of the model. Models proposed by Bohn [19]
and Shaaban [15,20] make a distinction between the heat
transfer that takes place after and before the rotor. With this
level of detail, difficulties in instrumentation for experimental
characterization increases. Values from literature about
thermal conductivity of all casing materials and surface
emissivity were used by Bohn et al. [21] instead of a global
turbocharger characterization. Internal convection between
each of the working fluids (exhausted gases, air and oil) to the
corresponding cases (turbine, compressor and housing case)
was characterized by means of a general equation based on
Nusselt number but fitting constants from that equation using
experimental data. The study of Bohn et al. [21] revealed the
importance of the lubricating oil working as a sink removing
part of the internal heat transfer from the turbine side to the
compressor side. The importance of the lubricating oil is also
confirmed as compressor heat flux is not so strong dependent
with turbine inlet temperature. Similar results were obtained
by Yamagata [22] but only focusing in high turbocharger
speeds without thermal insulation. The study concludes that
metal temperatures of compressor components (back plate,
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impeller back and impeller hub) varied proportionally to the
compressed air temperature released by compressor, being the
effects of turbine inlet temperature relatively small.
Models presented by Sidorow et al. [23] and Romagnoli et al.
[24] propose the division of compression and expansion
processes into three stages. For the compressor it is considered
that the heat transfer takes place at two locations on the flow
path according to [8]. A first heat flux increases compressor
temperature before the compression process. After that the
adiabatic compression occurs. Finally a heat flux source after
the compression will increase the adiabatic outlet temperature
up to the measured temperature. The same approach is
considered for the turbine, assuming that the diabatic
expansion process is divided into three stages. Firstly a heat
flux is released at turbine inlet conditions, next adiabatic
expansion occur; finally another release of heat flux occurs.
In the present paper the importance of internal heat transfer
inside automotive turbochargers will be analyzed. For that
purpose two different turbochargers in size and configuration
will be studied under steady and pulsating hot flow conditions
at the turbine side. The importance of including a HTM in 1D
engine simulation code will be observed in the prediction of
turbocharger power balances and also in compressor and
turbine outlet temperatures prediction.

TURBOCHARGER HEAT TRANSFER
MODEL DESCRIPTION
In order to study heat transfer phenomena inside the
turbocharger it has been divided into several measurement
planes. Those planes are introduced according to the big
temperatures differences between the hot turbine, the “cold”
compressor and the lubricating oil passing through the central
housing [19,21]. Those differences force a heat flux from the
hot side (the turbine) to the cold side, typically the oil but also
to the compressor for low load regions. Differences in radial
surface temperature are small compared to the axial
distribution what allows the simplification of the internal heat
transfer problem into the 1D hypothesis [20].

Lumped Model
The proposed turbocharger thermal model is based on the
electrical analogy [25]. In this kind of models, the
turbocharger is considered as a thermal network consisting in
a finite number of nodes, whose thermal inertia is
characterized by a thermal capacitance, and linked with other
nodes by means of thermal conductance. Once the structure is
divided into nodes, the energy conservation equation can be
written for each node. It means the sum of heat fluxes between
nodes, convective heat fluxes and other heat fluxes in a time
interval equals the change in sensible energy of the node (1).
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Writing equation (1) for each of the n nodes gives a set of
linear, implicit equations of the form,
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Conductive conductance between adjacent metal nodes in the
turbocharger will be constant for any operative condition as
this property only depends on internal geometry and material.
Metal nodes can store heat energy during transient
performance introducing thermal capacitances in order to
simulate that effect. Those properties will be obtained on a
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Figure 3. One-dimensional lumped model for a turbocharger
with coolant circuit.
Metal nodes are connected with fluid nodes (working fluids or
ambient) by means of convective conductance hAl,i being
calculated the heat flux using Newton’s cooling law (6).

Q iconv
 hAi , j ·Ti  T j 
,j

(6)

Convective conductance will depend on turbocharger
geometry (wetted surface) but also on turbocharger operative
conditions (fluid velocity and temperature). Thermal
correlations for those heat transfer paths will be wisely
determined from turbocharger measures under steady hot flow
conditions. Those correlations will be based on Nusselt’
number definition assuming that turbocharger internal cases
(turbine and compressor volutes, lubricating ports and cooling
ports) can be modeled as single pipes. With that assumption
Nusselt number correlations will be in the form of DittusBoelter (7) and Sieder-Tate (8) correlations [29].
n
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Metal nodes are connected between them by means of
conductive conductance Ki,j being calculated the heat flux
using Fourier’s Law (5).
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Model Information
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T

H

(2)

The proposed one-dimensional lumped model for the
automotive turbocharger consists on a thermal resistor
network presented in Figure 3. There are 5 metal nodes named
T, H1, H2, H3 and C corresponding to the cases for the
turbine, housing and compressor [26,27]. Housing case has
been split into three measurement planes, one near the turbine
(H1) other near the compressor back plate (H3) and the other
in the center of the housing (H2). That division is justified by
the complexity of housing internal geometry and the later
simplicity of studying the internal heat fluxes with the
lubricating oil and the coolant circuit in that kind of
turbochargers. The boundary conditions are represented by
five convective nodes; turbine gas (IT), lubrication oil (oil),
and compressed air (IC-OD), ambient and cooling liquid (W)
in case it exists. These nodes are characterized by their
average temperatures and film coefficients.

Q icond
 K i , j ·Ti  T j 
,j

H1

OC1,s

If boundary conditions are added to equation (3) as
temperatures, Tbc and rearranging it can be obtained:

I
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In stationary conditions (t = t + ∆t), equation (2) reduces to:
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Those expressions are based on the simplicity of forced
convection inside smooth and long pipes but these
assumptions cannot be confirmed when studying internal heat
transfer of the turbocharger (complex geometry, not smoothy,
short pipes). For that reason the aforementioned expressions
cannot be used in its original fashion. However it is desided to
keep generallity in the study and so only the constant
coefficients and exponents of these correlations will be
recalculated for any of the convective branches. That
calculation will be done by a simple fitting using experimental
data from hot steady flow tests [9]. Figure 4shows the

modeelled Nusselt number (in linnes) after the fitting proceddure
from
m constants in equation (7), as it is obserrved the modeel is
able to catch mosst of the expeerimental meaasured points for
both turbochargeers and in a wide rangge of operaative
condditions.

F
Figure
4. Mode
delled Nusselt number for stteady hot testss
(turbocharggers 1 & 2)
In orrder to close the thermal aanalysis of thhe turbochargeer a
sourcce term will be used to consider the heat transferrred
from
m/to the lubriccating oil butt only due too the mechannical
lossees produced bby friction. T
That model reesults are furtther
discuussed in [30]]. Oil tempeearature will increase duee to
frictiion but also duue to convectiion between luubricating oil and
housing nodes throough the lubriccation internall ports.
Oncee conductivee and convvective conduuctances, noodes
capittances and meechanical lossees have been ddetermined HTM
will be prepared tto be used in turbocharger simulations. For
this paper the 11D gas dynaamic open ccode for enggine
simuulation, OpennWAM [31,,32] has beeen used. T
The
turboocharger modeel used by OppenWAM is shhown in Figurre 5.
Besiddes, performaance maps fo
for both the turbine and the
comppressor have been measuured under adiabatic steeady
condditions and willl be used couupled with the HTM in ordeer to
calcuulate turbocharrger outlet connditions.

[36] to accounnt for accoustic effects. Thee proposed HT
TM will
cconsider that tthe heat transffer between exxhaust gases and the
tuurbine case only
o
occurs bbefore the w
work exchangee. That
simplification is supported by its higheer exchange ssurface.
T
That heat fluxx will be transsmitted to thee part of the hhousing
nnearest to the turbine case ((node H1) annd later to the rest of
hhousing nodes passing to thhe oil and coolling circuit. The
T heat
trransfer processs in the comppressor is dividded in two staages. As
thhe lumped moodel shows (Fiigure 3) the air passing through the
ccompressor cann receive heatt from compreessor case (braanch CO
OD) or from thhe back plate ((branch H3-IC
C).
T
Two turbocharrgers for dieseel passenger ccar applicationns have
bbeen analyzed being their m
main properties shown in Taable 1.
H
Hot steady tessts were later simulated using the turbocharger
m
model integratted in OpenW
WAM, results aanalysis will bbe done
thhrough next sections. Alll tests were performed w
with the
tuurbocharger fully insulateed and withhout ventilatiion, so
eexternal heat trransfer due too free convectiion and radiattion can
bbe neglected.
Turbo #1
Turbo #2
ne Wheel
Turbin
40 mm
36 mm
m
Diam
meter
Compressor Wheel
54 mm
47 mm
m
Diameterr (inducer)
Yes
Yess
VG
GT
Yes
No
Coolan
nt circuit
T
Table 1 – Turbbochargers geeometry

L
Lumped Moodel Adapttation
T
The turbochargger model preesented here has been validaated for
bboth turbocharrgers with and without coooling circuits.. In the
ccase of the coooled turbochaarger the sam
me model is vvalid by
aadding an extrra branch connnecting housinng central nodde (H2)
too the coolingg node W (Figure 3). Thiis node will include
bboundary condditions i.e. cooolant inlet teemperature annd mass
fl
flow. In this ccase heat trannsfer to the ooil branches aare less
im
mportant due to the water fflow is workinng as a heat siink as it
w
was said beforre. Capabilitiees of the origiinal model including
ccooling branchh will be discuussed in the folllowing sectioon.

H
HEAT TR
RANSFER
R EFFECTS
IImportancce of heatt fluxes

Figure 5. Turbochargerr model in OppenWAM.
The turbochargerr model used by OpenW
WAM integraates
diffeerent submodeels to accountt for mechaniccal losses duee to
frictiion [30], lumpped model foor the heat traansfer effects [9],
extraapolation techiiques to extennd manufacturrer maps [33] and
geom
metrical modeels for the coompressor [344,35] and turbbine
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F
Figure 6 show
ws the importaance of internnal heat fluxess of the
tuurbocharger vversus the turrbine experim
mental enthalpyy drop.
H
Heat fluxes have been expreessed in dimennsionless form
m versus
thhe experimenttal enthalpy drrop of the fluiid governing tthe heat
trransfer phenoomena. It is oobserved how
w heat fluxes become
b
leess important as turbine pow
wer increases.. For really low
w loads
(ppoints from the NEDC homologation
h
driving cycle) heat
loosses inside tthe turbine caase (named QGAS/T) can reaach the
550% of the tuurbine gas pow
wer drop calcculated as thee global

enthaalpy drop. Thhose heat lossees (QGAS/T) w
will be transferrred
comppletely from tthe turbine caase (node T) tto the side off the
housing nearest to the turbine (nnode H1) as tuurbochargers w
were
exterrnally fully inssulated. For thhat reason no heat losses to the
ambiient were exxpected and only internaal heat transfer
phennomena was obbserved. Regaarding the pow
wer to the oil due
to thhe internal heaat fluxes (QH1//Oil, QH2/Oil) coompared with the
expeerimental oil enthalpy dropp, it is obserrved that relaative
impoortance of heatt fluxes to thee oil increases as turbine power
reducces. In other words, powerr to the oil duue to mechannical
lossees at low loadds is less impoortant than inteernal heat fluxxes.
Neveertheless, as turbine load increases the importancee of
internnal heat fluxees to the oil decreases compared with the
globaal oil enthaalpy drop (thhat includes power due to
mechhanical lossess but also heat transfer efffects). It is also
a
obserrved how for a non-cooled turbocharger heat fluxes to the
oil aare more impoortant than foor a cooled tuurbocharger, w
what
confi
firms that wateer acts as a sinnk. It is imporrtant also the rrole
of thhe cooling liquuid in case it exists, for low
w load conditiions
heat removed by ccooling port can
c reach a 600% of the turbbine
gas ppower drop. F
Following the thermal netw
work model off the
turboocharger preseented in Figurre 3 it is obserrved how mosst of
the heat
h losses froom exhaust gaases moving too the turbine ccase
are rrecovered by tthe cooling poort (for turboccharger 1). Siince
both fluxes (QT/Gass and QH2/W) aare similar in m
magnitude if tthey
c
withh turbine gas ppower drop. That
T
effect will be
are compared
obserrved too in oil branchees, as in case of a coooled
turboocharger the hheat recoveredd by lubricatinng oil drastically
reducces compared with a non-coooled turbochaarger.

luubricating oill is hotter thhan compresseed air and thhe heat
trransfer mechaanism moves to increase thhe compressorr outlet
teemperature. When comppressor load increases (higher
ccompression ratios and m
mass flows) compressor outlet
teemperature is higher than lubricating
l
oill and the mecchanism
iss reversed. In this case the hheat flux will move
m
from noode C to
H
H3 and so it is represented as
a negative as the direction sshowed
bby subscripts is mandatory. T
That phenomeenon can be obbserved
inn Figure 7 coontour maps bbut only for thhe energy fluxxes that
aare removed and introduuced to com
mpressor casee. That
representation shows cleaarly in whiich region of the
maps occurs thhe change in thhe heat path.
tuurbocharger m

F
Figure 7. Heaat Fluxes influ
uence in Turbbine and Comppressor
F
Figure
6. Impoortance of inteernal heat tran
h
nsfer for both
turboch
hargers
Regaarding with the compressor it is observedd how the movving
air abbsorbs energyy from node C representing compressor ccase
(QC/AA). That situattion occurs for medium to llow loads as iit is
show
wed in Figuree 6 (QC/A / ΔḢCom). In those conditiions
Pagee 6 of 12

D
Discussion
n of steady flow ressults
Inn this sectionn the influencce of includinng the HTM for the
tuurbocharger inn 1D simulattion is analyzeed. For that ppurpose
steady hot flow
w tests have been done inn a gas stand.. Those
ppoints correspoond to the m
measurement of compressor//turbine
pperformance m
maps with an inlet temperatture up to 4700 ºC as

show
wed in Figure 8. The influeence of takingg into account the
proposed HTM hhas been anaalyzed compaaring simulatiions
H
is activaated or not. Discussion is ddone
resullts when the HTM
analyyzing outlet ttemperature pprediction; a small differeence
betw
ween measuredd and predicteed temperaturres is desiredd. A
goodd turbine outleet temperature prediction is vvital due to afftertreatm
ment devicess. Accuracy predicting coompressor ouutlet
tempperature will bbe also impoortant due to its relation w
with
intercooler design and the enginne volumetric eefficiency.

Figgure 8. Experiimental Turbiine inlet tempeerature vs. tottal
temperatu
ure drop.
Errorr predicting ooutlet temperaatures in bothh the compresssor
and turbine are defined in aabsolute valuees as shownn in
(
equaations (9) and (10).
model
m
measure
eeTOT  º C   TOT
 TOOT
model
m
measure
eC
COT  º C   TOC
 TOC
C

(9))
(100)

Errorrs predicting outlet temperrature (eTOT
T and eCOT) are
repreesented versuss the measureed temperaturee drop as defiined
in eqquations (11) aand (12).
measure
TC  º C   TOC
 TICmeeasure

(111)

meaasure
TT  º C   TIITmeasure  TOT

(122)
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Figure 9. E
Error predictiing turbine ou
utlet temperatu
ure,
influencee of using HTM
M.
Inn Figure 9 error
e
predicting turbine ooutlet temperaature is
shown versus the
t measured temperature drop
d
and in Figgure 10
vversus frequenncy distributioon graphics. Distinction between
b
loower and higgher loads haas been donee in Figure 10 that
representation (grey is used for low load points and bllack for
hhigh loads). It has beenn observed thhat for com
mpressor
teemperature gaains below 600ºC compresssed air receivves heat
fr
from the housiing (low load points) and ffor temperaturre gains
oover 60ºC com
mpressed air reeleased energyy to the housinng (high
looad points). A
As Figure 9 shhows when thee HTM is usedd eTOT
ddrastically redduces. In the ccase of the tuurbocharger ##2 error
ddistribution is cclearly centereed on zero devviation. In the case of
tuurbo #1 errrors above 20ºC predicting turbine outlet
teemperature diisappear, and most of simullations are bellow the
thhreshold of 5ºC for low
w load pointts. In the case
c
of
tuurbocharger #2
# eTOT pracctically disapppears, mainly for the
loow load poinnts as Figure 9 shows. Thhis fact ensuures the
aaccuracy of thee model, as it is in that regiion where heatt fluxes
bbecome more important to engine overalll prediction. During
real operation the temperaature that willl conduct thee work
eexchange at thhe turbine will be lower thhan the meassured at
tuurbine inlet. That is due to the heat transferred
t
froom the
eexhaust gases to the turbinne volute and later to the hhousing
ccase. That heatt flux will be ppartly recoverred by the lubrricating
ooil and the cooolant liquid in case it exists. For low loadd points
ppart of the heaat from the tuurbine can achhieve the com
mpressor
ccase worseningg its efficiencyy.

ppredicting turbbine outlet tem
mperature. Thhe height of thhe bars
represents the number of sim
mulated operattive points havving an
eerror in COT equal to the represented iin abscissas aaxis. As
shown in the hhistogram, whhen the HTM
M is used (coluumn on
thhe right) errror drasticallyy reduces siince there arre less
simulated poinnts in the lim
mits and most concentrated around
zzero. It is also observed how
w when HTM is used resultts show
a distribution centered
c
in zeero both for thhe higher pow
wers and
fo
for the lowers. Figure 11 shows error diistribution preedicting
ccompressor ouutlet temperatuure (COT). A
As it is observved for
bboth the low lload and highh load regionss error reducees when
H
HTM is used aand the heighht of the corresponding bar to zero
eerror increasess noticeably. Clearly, for the low loadd cases,
results show a distribution ceentered in zeroo.

Figure 10. T
Turbine Error distribution of HTM –
turbochargeer #1 & #2.

P
Balancce in turbochaarger simulatiions.
Figure 12. Power

F
Figure 11. Coompressor Errror distributioon of HTM –
turbochargerr #1 and #2.
In caase the HTM is not used inn simulations, error predictting
turbiine outlet tem
mperature willl be higher aand positive iin a
rangee between 15ººC and 30ºC hhigher than wiith HTM. Thaat is
due tto the fact thaat no heat hass been removved at the turbbine
volutte and so moddeled TOT will be bigger thhan the measuured
one. Figure 10 shows in a histogram faashion the error
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F
Figure 12 shhows the agrreement betw
ween simulateed and
m
measured turboocharger enthalpy drops considering or nnot heat
trransfer effeccts. Enthalpyy drops havve been puut into
ddimensionless form. As Figgure 12 showss, when heat ttransfer
eeffects are nott taken into account to perrform 1D simuulation,
thhe modeled tuurbine enthalppy drop is lower than the meeasured
oone. That is ddue to modeled turbine outlet
o
temperaature is
hhigher than in the case of inncluding HTM
M. The reasonn is that
nno heat flux hhas been remooved before thhe expansion pprocess
fr
from the exhauust gases to thhe turbine casee and later to hhousing
ccase. With resspect to the prredicted comppressor enthalppy gain,
fo
for both turboochargers the effect of takiing into accoount the
H
HTM is not nooticeable for tthe used scalee covering thee whole
ooperative rangge. Neverthelless, Figure 11
1 showed a better
pprediction in compressor
c
ouutlet temperatuure and consequently
bbetter predictioon in compresssor enthalpy cchange. With respect
too the power eexchanged in the
t oil, it willl include the inncrease
inn outlet oil temperature duee to friction loosses but alsoo due to
hheat transfer from
f
metal nnodes to the ooil according to the
luumped model in Figure 3.

The latter one willl be only conssidered in casee HTM is usedd in
simuulations. In caase of turboccharger #1 noo big differennces
prediicting oil pow
wer are observved when the HTM is usedd or
not. T
That is due to that turbochaarger is water ccooled acting that
circuuit as a sink annd so the heat transmitted too the oil is alm
most
negliigible. Howevver in case off turbocharger #2 that does not
havee a cooling porrt, the importaance of the HT
TM is noticeaable.
In thhat way, when HTM is not uused (grey poiints) the modeeled
poweer to the oil reeduces drasticaally comparedd to the measuured
poweer as only the contribution oof friction lossses in oil heatt up
are cconsidered butt not the heat ffluxes from thee turbochargerr. A
consequence of thhe big differrences predictting turbocharrger
M is not used, can be obserrved
enthaalpy changes, when a HTM
in teerms of the error in turbbocharger speed predictionn as
show
wed Figure 13. As it is observedd, prediction in
turboocharger speedd improves whhen HTM is ussed and mainlly at
low turbine
t
powerr areas.

F
Figure
13. Errror in turboch
harger speed ffor hot steady
simulations (Turbo #2)

Figure 14. T
Temperature pprediction at metal
m
nodes
The pproposed therrmal model alsso calculates w
wall temperatuures
for tthe turbochargger metal noddes introducedd in Figure 3 (T,
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H
H1, H2, H3, C
C). In Figure 14 wall tempperature predicction at
eeach of the meetal nodes is ccompared withh the measureed ones.
A
As it is obserrved the modeel provides a good predicttion for
bboth turbocharrgers for the diifferent nodes.

D
Discussion
n of pulsaating flow results
A
Apart from moodeling steadyy flow tests, thhe turbochargeer HTM
m
model has beeen used to sim
mulate points under pulsatting hot
ooperative condditions at the tuurbine as show
wed in Table 2.
2
Turbo #1
Turbo #2
N (rpm)
TIT (ºC)
N (rpm
m)
TIT
T (ºC)
44502
299
63538
381
80332
387
770388
316
84323
373
842066
3229
112055
427
968644
3669
122772
429
1257444
3992
125330
401
1261117
3664
138690
396
152580
400
152635
400
152778
400
1710004
4221
1894771
4333
Table 2–– Turbocharggers pulsating hot condition
ns
F
For that purpoose the gas sttand has beenn adapted withh pulse
ggenerator conssisting in a rotary valve placed
p
at the turbine
innlet simulatingg what wouldd be the openinng of exhaust valves.
P
Pulses frequenncy and ampliitude can be adjusted to ggenerate
thhe pulsating flow
f
from a w
wide variety off operative connditions
[226,36]. The llumped modell is prepared to calculate aall heat
fl
fluxes inside the turbocharrger and alsoo nodes tempperature
pprediction at each
e
time stepp when it is cconnected to tthe gasddynamic codde OpenWA
AM [32]. Measurements and
simulations forr hot pulsatingg flow operative points havve been
pperformed. Figgure 15 show
ws the averagee turbine tempperature
ddrop for the meeasured (x axiis) and the moodeled (y axis)) results
bby using the H
HTM (black pooints) or not uusing the HTM
M (grey
ppoints). Thosee temperature drops have bbeen calculateed from
thhe averagedd instantaneoous inlet and
a
outlet turbine
teemperatures. As it is observed when H
HTM is used a much
bbetter predictioon in turbine temperature
t
ddrop is obtaineed. That
im
mprovement is
i more evideent for the low
w load pointss (small
teemperature drrops) the samee trend that it was observedd for the
steady flow pooints. The erroor predicting tturbine enthalppy drop
w
will be transferred to the preediction of turrbocharger speeed. As
itt was observedd for the steaddy flow condittions, error preedicting
tuurbocharger speed increases as enginne load reduuces as
showed in Figuure 16.

bby consideringg that it takess place only bbefore the exppansion
pprocess.
A
At the compreessor side the heat transfer is considered to take
pplace in two sttages, before and
a after the ccompression pprocess.
T
Two turbochaargers have been tested under steaddy and
ppulsating hot flow condiitions in ordder to analyyze the
im
mportance of heat transfer ffluxes.
Itt has been observed how heat fluxes beccome more im
mportant
fo
for the overall turbochargerr prediction when the turbocharger
looad reduces. In some casses the heat transferred
t
froom the
eexhaust gases to the rest off the turbocharrger via turbinne case
ccan achieve thee 50% of the ttotal turbine ennthalpy drop. Similar
teendency is obsserved for the compressor.
Itt has been obbserved that when
w
the prooposed HTM is used
eerror predictinng compressorr and turbinee outlet tempeeratures
ddrastically reduuces. This im
mprovement is clearly obserrved for
thhe low load ppoints where ddifferences moodeling turbinee outlet
teemperature aare centered on cero andd the disperssion is
reduced. Sam
me results arre observed for turbine outlet
teemperature prrediction underr pulsating floow conditions..
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DEFINITIONS/ABBREVIATIONS
ΔḢ

Enthalpy power drop (W)

ΔT

Temperature drop (ºC)

1D

One Dimensional

bc

Boundary conditions

C, Com

Compressor

CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

e

Error

FEM

Finite Elements Method

HTM

Heat Transfer Model

i,j

Consecutive nodes in the lumped model

IC

Inlet Compressor

IT

Inlet Turbine

K

Metal conductance

Nu

Nusselt number (-)

OC

Outlet Compressor Case

OD

Outlet Compressor Diffuser

OT

Outlet Turbine

Pr

Prandtl number (-)

Re

Reynolds number (-)

Q , Q

Heat Flux (W)
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T

Temperature (ºC)

T, Tur

Turbine

W

Cooling liquid

W

Power

